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Wilson’s anti-tobacco cuts
would hurt local agencies
By Dan Shargel

be cut by 17 percent.
Staff Writer
Speaking on behalf of the
The California Legislature American Lung Association
hasn’t approved Gov. Pete Wil and other groups which dis
son’s proposal to redistribute courage tobacco use. Wells said
almost $50 million in anti- the cuts would definitely affect
tobacco education funds, but them because it’s their ads
the bill is already expected to which get p>eople to call and
have an impact on local agen seek help.
cies.
“It’s the media campaigning
Barbara Wells, director of
health promotion for the San which gives them a lot of
Luis Obispo County Health visibility and lets people see
Department’s Tobacco Control what they’re doing,” Wells said.
Although she said she didn’t
Center, said Tuesday that ad
vertising campaigns to dis know the “exact impact” of the
courage smoking would be 17-percent cut on their com
“completely wiped out” under munity programs, she said it
would be significant.
Wilson’s budget redistribution.
And grants given by the
Wilson’s proposed budget
would eliminate the $16 mil Health Department to other
lion in anti-tobacco advertising agencies, like Cal Poly’s Health
funds until June 1993. And Center, would be 13 percent
funds earmarked for com lighter. Wells said.
Liz Cofer* coordinator for
munity programs to assist
Sec TOBACCO, page 13
smokers wanting to quit would

SI wants to help students pass

New program targets high failure classes
By Patricia Egan
Staff Writer

Stop stressing over that seem
ingly impossible class, there’s
help on the horizon.
A pilot Supplemental Instruc
tion program, sponsored by Stu
dent Academic Services, focuses
on helping students pass classes
with high failure rates, said
Learning Center counselor Wil
liam Sydnor.
“SI targets classes that have a
25 percent or higher rate of D or
F grades and withdrawals,” Syd
nor said.
HIST 204, American ideals
and institutions; STAT 211,
elem entary probability and
statistics; and SOC 105, intro
duction to sociology, are all clas
ses being targeted by SI this
quarter.
Any student enrolled in a tar
get class can receive SI.

A peer leader, who has
previously taken the class and
earned an above average grade,
runs the series of weekly review
sessions.
“The SI leader acts as a dis
cussion leader, not a coach or
teacher,” Sydnor said.
Patricia Northrup is an SI
leader and an aeronautical en
gineering senior. She said she
structures her sessions with a
syllabus, gives mock quizzes and
emphasizes the importance of
time management.
“All five (students) who par
ticipated in my sessions passed,”
she said “I think they learned a
lot about study skills as well.”
Sessions take place three
times p>er week and are intro
duced during the first week of in
struction.
Through a computer-aided
study of classes offered during
the 1990-91 academic year, Syd-

nor discovered a number of clas
ses to be high risks.
H IST 204; POLS 210,
American and California govern
ment; and ENGL 125, critical
thinking, were the courses tar
geted by SI fall quarter.
In a quarterly report of the
project, Sydnor found students
who participated in the sessions
received higher grades than the
class average.
The project is expected to run
through spring quarter and con
tinue all of next year, Sydnor
said.
SI will target the same highrisk courses next year as it did
this year, Sydnor said.
“We may target a geography
and geology class as well,”
Sydnor smd.
The program is funded by the
Equal Opportunity Program and
the California state lottery, Syd
nor said.

“I think most students are
clear about what’s cheating and
what’s not,” said Carl Wallace,
director of Campus- Student
Relations and Judicial Affeurs.

said that they simply worked
together and phrased the
answers similarly. Maybe a more
visible statement could help cut
out gray areas.”
Wallace said teachers should
place their cheating policies on
their syllabus as well.
“We’re trying make it clearcut for everyone,” Murphy said.
“We have concerns al^ut stu
dents winding up at the Fairness
Board saying ‘I didn’t know.’ ”

Teachers renovate campus cheating policy
By Julia Greenberg
Staff Writer

The Academic Senate decided
Tuesday to adopt a resolution
which will make Cal Poly’s
cheating and plagiarism policy
more visible. The proposal is ex
pected to be formally passed next
month.

displayed in future catalogs and
class schedules and will further
define campus policies on cheat
ing and plagiarism.

Pets On Campus. How many stu
dents are going to read that?”
Murphy said.
Other references to cheating
and plagiarism include a single
line a few pages short of the end
of the 1990-92 Cal Poly Catalog.

“Currently there is only a
single line (about cheating) in
the Winter 1992 schedule of clas
ses,” said Academic Senate Chair
Murphy proposed that a new,
James Murphy.
bold statement be given a single
“It’s in small print near the page and appear immediately
Now being edited, the resolu back under Campus Rules, and following the table of contents of
tion will be more prominently it’s found under Article DC — each document.

“But there are some gray
areas. For example, last year
some students working on a
group project turned in identical
write-ups. The instructor argued
that the students had copied
each other, while the students

Chinese ring In New Year
with Lion’s Dance
In U.U.
senior.

Poly cultural club
shares festivities,
Mandarin cuisine
By Debbie Aberle
Staff Writer

The Chinese Cultural Club is
ringing in the Chinese New Year
by gfiving Cal Poly students a
taste of Asian culture and
cuisine.
The club is featuring hand
made crafts, “Year of the
Monkey” T-shirts and authentic
Chinese food from Wednesday
through Friday in the U.U. and
on Dexter Lawn.
Students may have their pic
ture taken in traditional Chinese
clothing purchased in Taiwan
and from the Chinese embassy in
Los Angeles, said Katie Hou, vice
president of the club.
Several Chinese art objects
that have been on display in
Kennedy Library are now for
sale, said Jane Lee, a business

“Members of our club brought
many of the art objects from
their personal collections at
home to p u t the display
together,” said Lee.
The mystique and traditions
of the Chinese New % ar date
back thousands of years, Hou
said.
“The Chinese New Year is a
huge event for us, comparable to
Christmas in America,” Hou
said.
One 12-year cycle of the
Chinese calendar is represented
by 12 different animals, such as
the monkey, rat and dragon, Hou
said.
The Chinese have a deep
belief that those born under a
certain animal will exhibit
several of the characteristics of
that animal, Hou said.
For example, because 1992 is
the year of the monkey, those
bom under this animal are con
sidered to be more clever,
dextrous and flexible than
average,
Hou
said.
Sec C H IN E SE CLUB, page 3
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C hinese C ultural C lub m em bers celebrate the new year w ith a L io n ’s Dance W ednesday In the U.U.
C hinese New Year fe s tiv itie s w ill continue th ro u g h the end of the week in the U.U. and Dexter Lawn.
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EW orld ^N ation esta te
Latest AIDS strategy
focuses on females

Bush plans for broad
nuclear weapon cuts

L.A. schools dip into
reserves to offset debt

GENEVA (AP) — The World Health Or
ganization on Tuesday adopted a revised
strategy to combat AIDS that focuses more
on women, saying they are increasingly at
risk of contracting the deadly disease.
WHO’s executive board said AIDS im
poses a double burden on women because
they are more likely than men to be infected
with the virus through heterosexual inter
course.
Dr. Michael Merson, director of the agen
cy’s AIDS program, said revisions in the
strategy were needed because the world is
entering a new phase of the epidemic as
more people come down with full-blown
AIDS.
Merson said 40 percent of the 10 million
to 12 million p>eople infected with the AIDS
virus are female, but women will overtake
men by the year 2000.

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush’s
new plan for broader cuts in the world’s most
threatening nuclear arsenals marks a turn
ing point in the atomic age.
For the first time, the United States —
which invented nuclear weapons and
manufactured about 60,000 of them over
four-plus decades — would be building none.
For the first time, too, neither the United
States nor its nuclear rival throughout the
Cold War would have land-based missiles
with multiple warheads.
And for the first time, the U.S. Navy
would cut back its strategic nuclear force.
“Compared to where we were three or
four or five years ago these are dramatic
developments indeed,” said Robert Norris, a
nuclear weapons analyst at the Natural
Resources Defense Council, a Washingtonbased public interest group.

LOS ANGELES (AP) — A stunning $150
million deficit projected by the nation s
second-largest school district was blamed on
a string of budget miscalculations rather
than fiscal mismanagement, officials said.
A routine financial review by the district
earlier this month revealed officials may
have underestimated expenses by more than
$110 million and overestimated revenue by
more than $23 million, it was disclosed Tues
day.
Superintendent Bill Anton laid the blame
primarily on declining state lottery revenues,
a drop in income from investments, rising
health insurance expenses and lower-thananticipated savings from previous budget
cuts.
Emergency funds will be used to offset
most of the deficit.

CLUB
news
Poly Reps gears
for new member
recruitment, fun

MANILA, Philippines (AP) — Police
launched a house-to-house search in a
province southeast of Manila for a California
business executive abducted at gunpoint two
weeks ago, officials said Wednesday.

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush is
sending Congress a $1.5 trillion spending
plan that he hopes will heat up a stone-cold
economy by offering a grab bag of tax breaks
for workers, students, home buyers and

OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) — Directors of
Bay Area Rapid Transit disregarded the
agency’s anti-apartheid policy in approving a
$560 million credit package with a consor
tium of banks with interests in South Africa.
The deal with the Swiss-owned Credit

Poly Reps, a student-alum
ni council, is now accepting
applications for new mem
bers.
Poly Reps is the official
student public relations or
ganization for the university.
It is a tight-knit group of 30
students who represent the
university at various campus
events, alumni affairs and
recruiting activities.
Poly Reps are responsible
for leading all campus tours,
conducting h ig h school
recruiting visits and par
ticipating in alumni events,
including sponsoring
Homecoming weekend.
“Poly Reps is the only stu
dent group on campus with
sponsorship by all segments
of the university,” Cindee
Bennett-Thompson, Poly Reps
adviser, said. “Competition
for membership is intense.”

See W ORLD, page 13

See NATION, page 13
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Police look for missing Bush’s calls for tax
American businessman breaks to aid economy

BART officials ignore
anti-apartheid policy
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Accounting students offer free tax preparation
By Katherine Gill
Staff Writer

Cal Poly accounting students
will be offering free tax prepara
tion of basic federal and state tax
returns next month.
The services are for students
and community residents who

“ This is a great
option. It’s something
practical that can be
put on a resume.”
Mary Walsh,
accounting senior
have incomes of less than
$50,000 and who are not selfemployed.
The tax service is being

provided as part of the Internal
Revenue Seiwice’s Volunteer In
come Ihx Assistance Program.
Tkx Returns will be prepared
from Feb. 3 to March 28, on Mon
days and Wednesdays from 7 to
9:30 p.m. and Saturdays from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m.
Preparations will take place
in room 127 of the Math/Home
Economics building.
Interested people should bring
their state and federal income
tax forms, their W-2 forms and a
copy of their rerturn from last
year. No appointments.or reser
vations are necessary.
Mary Walsh, an accounting
senior, said the tax service is a
second-quarter senior project in
volving about 60 accounting stu
dents. This is the first year stu
dents have had the option of
doing taxes for their senior
projects.
“This is a great option,” Walsh
said. “It’s something practical

Program, a national program, is
being done on campus.
“We anticipate it will be a con
tinuing program,” he said.
Stephanie Bein, an accounting
senior involved in the project,
added that the VITA program
has several legations on the
Central Coast.
Bein said the free tax service
is important to students and the

community because many do not
know they can receive Renters
Credit or Earned Income Credit.
Bein encouraged anyone with
tax questions to come to the ser
vice.
“We have a lot of volunteers so
we need people to come in,” she
said. “Our helping people is help
ing us to get our credit for senior
project.”

“The main focus of our club is
The club began its celebration to give Chinese students a
along with the Chinese Student chance to keep their heritage and
Association Wednesday at a tadi- culture alive on campus,” Hou
tional Lion’s Dance.
said. “We speak Mandarin at all
“The ‘taming of the lions’is a of our meetings, which is the offi
ritual we practice to symbolize cial language of China and
bringing peace to the world,” Lee Tkiwan.”
said.
The club offers its members
The Chinese Cultural Club more than a chance to socialize
was formed last spring and has with others of similar backabout 40 members, Hou said.
^5?round,Xee said.

“We offer free classes in mar
tial a rts, brush painting,
acupuncture and Mandarin read
ing and writing to all of our
members,” Lee said.

that can be put on a resume.”
Walsh said all students taking
part in the program have taken a
tax class and were given three
days of special training by the
IRS and the State Franchise Tax
Board.
Accounting professor Jack
Robison is coordinating the
program with the IRS. He said it
is the first time the VITA

CHINESE CLUB
From page 1

“When I came to Poly as a
freshman I was the only Chinese
person in my dorm tower,” Lee
said. “I had no idea there were so
many Mandarin-speaking stu
dents on campus.”
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delivered hot to your door,
is a pure delight and
lightning quick . . . delightning!
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It can’t do laundry or find you a date,
but it can help you find more time for both.
The new Apple' Macintosh' Classic' II
computer makes it easier for you to juggle
classes, activities, projects, and term papers—
and still find time for what makes college
life real life.
It’s a complete and affordable Macintosh
Classic system that’s ready to help you get
your work finished fast. It’s a snap to set up
and use. It has a powerful 68030 micro
processor, which means you can run even
the most sophisticated applications with ea.se,
.\nd its internal Apple SuperDrive'“ disk
drive reads from and writes to Macintosh and
MS-DOS formatted disks—allowing you to
exchange information easily with
, 4 i.
almost any other kind of computer,
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there will be
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In addition to its huilt-in capabilities, the
.Macintosh Cla.ssic II can he equipped with up
to 10 megabues of R\M, so you’ll be able to
run several applications at once and work
with large amounts of data.
If you already own a .Macintosh Classic,
and want the speed and flexibility of a
.Macintosh Cla.ssic 11, ask us about an
upgrade—it can be installed in just minutes
and it’s affordable.
To put more time on your side, consider
putting a .Macintosh Classic II on your desk.
See us for a demonstration today, and while
you’re in, be sure to ask us for details
about the .\pple Computer Loan.
It’ll be time well spent.

.,

^
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.

i
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Introducing the Macintosh Classic II.

For more information visit the
El Corral Bookstore
01991 Apple Computer, Inc Apple, ihe* Appk’ logo, and Macintosh are regiMered trademarks and SuperDnve is a iradcm.irk of Apple Computer, Im. MS-IX)S is a registercM trademark i»f .Microsoft Corporation
ClassK IS a registered trademark used under k e n s e b> Apple Computer, Im This ad was created using Macintosh computers
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Baker shouldn’t
close
more
doors
By David Bock
The stu d en ts collecting
signatures to try and repeal the
results of the IRA athletics
r e f e r e n d u m a r e to be
commended for their efforts.
They’re taking the right
steps, even though for the wrong
reasons.
It’s true that there are many
questions still surrounding the
results of the election and the
process itself. The whole
athletics machine, fueled by the
propaganda of the boosters and
Block P, should be blasted for its
blatant efforts to taint the
election.
That aside as a reason to
scream “foul,” the truth is it
should never have come to this
anyway.
One of the chief arguments
against voting for athletics has
always been its absurdity: In
light of last year’s budget cuts,
state fee increases and ALL
THE ONES TO COME IN THE
FUTURE, how can we justify a
$43 quarterly increase for
something totally unrelated to
the nuts n’ bolts of education?
We can’t. And many of us told
you so.
Ah, but now it’s happening.
The governor has asked for a 40
percent fee increase for students
in the CSU (in addition to the 20
percent mandated last year).
And the CSU says the system is
facing another $40 to $50
million in cuts this year.
Yet, despite the inevitability

of it, some seem surprised.
Listen closely and you can hear
people saying it all around, like
an anthem: I wouldn’t have
voted yes if I knew th is would
happen.
Idiots. The writing was on
the wall, just waiting to be read.
It was there all along. Many of
us pointed to it, begging you to
take heed.
But too many people didn’t.
Accept the administration.
The administration knew
what darkness loomed in the
future, if not exactly what form
it would take. \\’hy do you think
it tried to shove the referendums
down our collective throats so
quickly? Students were smart
enough to see through the slick
maneuvering of ASI, but only
because they were the last to
enter the race for funds.
Still, the haste of the process
ultimately forces us to question
our leaders.
It’s clear that President
Baker doesn’t have the interest
of the students in mind. If he
did, he wouldn’t approve the
vote, which he’s expected to do
this week.
But Baker has it all wrong.
As an administrator in the CSU,
what exactly is he thinking? Has
he forgotten that his whole
purpose here is ultimately to
serve the students? Isn’t that
what the system is for?
As fees continue to rise, fewer
people can afford to go to college.

That’s deplorable, especially
since the CSU is really the last
place where students on the
threshold of a college education
can make it happen.
It’s one thing to increase fees
to pay for the essentials. But in
these trying tim es, it is
absolutely unacceptable to
expand athletic programs while
academics decay from slashes in
funding.
B u t we m u s t n ’t be
insensitive. Oh sure, there’s all
those sob stories about a
handful of coaches who may lose
their jobs if athletics doesn’t get
our money. And don’t forget all
the poor athletes themselves —
they’re a whopping one-half
percent of the Cal Poly student
body, after all.
B u t w h i l e we m a y
sym p ath ize with th e ir
situations, they are acceptable
casualties in a battle to preserve
whatever accessibility remains
for the thousands who will turn
to Cal Poly for an education in
the future. We can’t afford to
close any doors, not even one.
The recession, if nothing else,
should have taught us that.
Indeed, a key topic emerging
from the current downturn is
A m e r i c a ’s d e c l i n i n g
competiti”eness in the global
market. The Japanese, when
they call Americans stupid,
unskilled and lazy, aren’t
referring to our proficiency in
sports.

So, President Baker, do the
President Baker, do not
right thing. Take the advice of approve the IRA athletics fee
the growing number of students increase. Do not close any more
who feel they were misled, or doors.
worse yet, lied to.
The future can’t afford it.
Realize in your heart of
hearts that if an election was
David Bock is a journalism
held today, students would senior and city editor o f Mustang
crush the athletic fee soundly.
Daily.
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EDITORIAL

Clarifying referendum misconceptions
By Hazel Scott

As I talk with students and
read Mustang Daily, I discern
that many issues regarding the
IRA referendum exist on cam
pus. I would like to address the
major recurring themes:
1. Process
Executive Order 429 es
tablishes an advisory commit
tee to the President and the
process by which an advisory
student referendum is called to
increase the IRA fee. The Cal
Poly IRA Advisory Committee
advised the President of the
need to increase campus IRA
fees and recommended that a
student referendum be held.
This IRA Advisory Committee
initiative was held under the
auspices of the ASI Election
Committee. The ASI Board of
Directors subsequently
validated the election.
The IRA referendum is
I governed by Executive Order
! 429 and accompanying ad; ministrative procedures. A fee
increase beyond $10 requires a
student referendum called by
the IRA Advisory Committee
which is advisory to the presi
dent. The IRA referendum is
advisory (not binding) and
therefore has no provisions for

appeal. This differs from the
ABI election which is governed
by the ASI Operational Code,
No. 5, Articles XIV through
XVIII and is binding and con
tains a provision for referen
dum by petition.
2. Timing
Athletic deficits in the IRA
budget have been occurring for
some time. An athletic task
force was formed in April 1990
to review athletics and make
recommendations regarding its
structure and funding. The IRA
Advisory Board began discus
sions regarding the need to in
crease the IRA fee following
the task force report in
January 1991. Timing issues
precluded an IRA referendum
Spring Quarter, 1991. The
need for a fee increase became
more evident with the 20 per
cent general fund reduction al
located to athletics by the Cal
Poly budget process effective
July 1, 1991. With this reduc
tion, the athletic program in its
present form would have
ceased operation on December
31, 1991. This necessitated the
Fall Quarter student referen
dum.
3. State University Fee

There have been attempts
by some to tie timing of the
IRA student referendum to the
proposed 40 percent state
university fee increase for
1992-93. The IRA referendum
was proposed early in the Fall
Quarter. In October, the CSU
Board of Trustees adopted a
CSU budget which included no
fee increase. In fact, it recog
nized the possibility of a fee
reduction consistent with cur
rent legislation. In mid-Decem
ber, during the governor’s
budget development process,
the Chancellor’s Office and the
Trustees had discussions with
the governor regarding the pos
sibility of a fee increase. It was
not until publication of the
governor’s budget in January
that the governor indicated his
support for a state university,
fee increase of up to 40 percent.
With that support and the
desire of the Board of Trustees
to maintain quality and access,
they voted to increase the state
university fees by 40 percent.
4. Intentions
Having been involved in is
sues related to the IRA referen
See CO.MMENTARY, page 14

Students should get involved
with future of SLO housing

The Issue: Upcoming San Luis Obispo housing
policies and the responsibility of Cal Poly students to
get involved.

Being a Cal Poly student is kind of like being a salmon.
Salmon enjoy the pool that they swim around in. They feed
in it. They sleep in it. They spawn in it. And for a short
amount of time they call it home.
The thoughts of most fish, however, are not about the
pool. The thoughts of most fish are on leaving the pool and
starting the hard swim upstream.
It is easy for a Cal Poly student to igfnore what goes on in
the pool of San Luis Obispo. Many decisions at the city level
and even the campus level (such as the athletics referen
dum) will not show their results until long after those stu
dents leave.
For the average Cal Poly student, San Luis Obispo will
only be home for a short time. But for that time, students
should take action to make that home the best one possible.
One has a social responsibility to act for the benefit of fu
ture Cal Poly students, just as we are living in an environ
ment made in the past.
For the next few months, important decisions will be
made concerning the future of housing and land use in San
Luis Obispo. Cal Poly makes up a large part of this com
munity. It is the responsibility of the student to get involved
with housing and keep the pool clean to benefit future Cal
Poly salmon.
The City of San Luis Obispo Planning Commission meets
on the second and fourth Wednesday of every month in the
Council Chambers at City Hall at 7 p.m. The next meeting
is February 12.
The Planning Commission has special student hours
from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. on Wednesdays and Thursdays. Plan
ners are available at those times for student consultations.
The Planning Commission can be contacted through City
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Poly tries to kick off new football league
State Sacramento, Santa Clara University, St. Mary’s,
Southern Utah, UC Davis, UC Santa Barbara and the
University of San Diego.
“Both (Athletic Director) Ken Walker and President
Baker have spent a considerable amount of time working
on this issue of a Division I-AA, cost-containment football
league,” Crabb said. “They have played a pivotal role.”

By Edwin Bill

Determining equitable scholarships means different
things to different schools, Crabb said.
“For our campus, a scholarship is considerably less in
Cal Poly officials will be negotiating with other Califor
value, because of the low fees associated with Cal Poly,
nia schools late this week regarding the formation of a
than it would be for private schools,” Crabb said.
new, NCAA Division I-AA “cost-containment” football
The private schools interested in the new league are
conference.
St. Marys, the University of Santa Clara and the Univer
Cal Poly President Warren Baker said he hopes the
Crabb said a primary goal of the new conference, sity of San Diego.
new league will be announced next week, pending the
Assistant Athletic Director Marilyn McNeil said one
outcome of meetings to take place at CSU Northridge on which will replace the Western Football Conference if ap scholarship “equivalency” for a Cal Poly athlete is valued
proved, is to develop a California-based league of teams
Thursday and Friday.
at $5,880 annually.
to help hold travel costs down.
This is the anticipated value of expenses a studentCrabb said the schools interested in the new league
Charlie Crabb, interim associate vice president for
athlete
is expected to cover for tuition, books, and other
must
agree
to
a
reduced
level
of
scholarships
to
further
Academic Resources, said 11 schools have expressed in
expenses.
contain
costs,
but
must
do
it
in
an
equitable
manner.
terest in participating in the new league.
Crabb estimated the same costs for some of the private
These schools include Cal Poly San Luis Obispo, Cal
Nothing has been confirmed as yet, but Crabb said cer institution may be as high as $15,000.
State Fullerton, Cal State Long Beach, Northridge, Cal tain proposals have been agreed to for discussion.
See LEAGUE, page 6
Staff Writer

W restling with a
spiit personaiity
Seth Woodill, Poly's heavyweight wrestler, has
two completely different identities.
By Julie Pacheco
Staff Writer

If you walk into Mott Gym to watch a
wrestling match and see a 250-pound guy
slamming his head against the wall — you’ve
spotted Seth Woodill, Cal Poly’s top
heavyweight wrestler.
Woodill’s personal wrestling philosophy is
“to be as mean as possible to everyone. To be
aggressive, and to beat
the opponent mentally.”
“Seth is a very in
tense person,” said Cal
Poly’s wrestling Head
Coach Lennis Cowell.
“We can almost say it
makes him a little dif
ferent.”
H is a g g r e s s i v e
philosophy toward wres
tling spills over into
Woodill’s everyday life.
He has accentuated his
intimidating build with
a fist-sized tattoo on his
left arm.
The tattoo, a symbol
from the speed metal
band Dansig, is a
human skull with burning red eyes, savage
teeth and two ram horns on the sides.
“I’ve wanted this tattoo since I was a fresh
man here,” Woodill said. “I just got it at the
beginning of this quarter and my mother
hates it.”
Woodill’s other interests include punk
rock, speed metal and slam dancing.
“I like that type of music because it’s

violent, fast, aggressive and evil,” Woodill
said. “I use the music to get pumped up before
matches.”
“Slam dancing can get really dangerous.
One time I thought I broke my nose when the
back of some g u /s head hit it.”
The mellower side of Woodill, which he
says he likes more than the violent side, en
joys body boarding in Morro Bay.
“I’d rather go surfing
over wrestling any day,”
Woodill said. “It’s not as
dem anding and it’s
much nicer.”
“What I’m interested
in is only a reflection of
myself. Each interest is
only a facet of my life
that I like. I don’t want
people to think I walk
around worshiping the
devil.”
Woodill, a junior, has
succeeded in working
his way up to become
th e No. 8 - r a n k e d
wrestler in the nation
during his four years at
Cal Poly.
“I don’t like to pay attention to ranking,”
Woodill said. “I would rather be the person
that no one knows about so I have the ele
ment of surprise on my side.”
Woodill came to Poly as a freshman from
Dos Pueblos High School in Goleta, where he
first became interested in wrestling as a
freshman there.
See W O O D ILL, page 6
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Seth W oodill, P oly’s heavyw eight w restler, at a fa vo rite spot o ff the mat.

Gymnasts will
compete at Poly

Two Mustangs
grab top honors
at state match
By J u lie P a c h e c o
Staff Writer

Injuries kept the Cal Poly Mustangs from plac
ing higher than fourth at the California Champion
ship wrestling tournament this past weekend.
Seven schools competed at the tournament
hosted by San Francisco State.
Fresno State wrestled to a first place .showing
followed by Cal State Baker.sfield and Cal State
P’ullerton.
The top placers for the Mustangs were Joey
Dansby and Seth Woodill.
Dansby took first in the 118-pound weight class
and Woodill placed first in the heavyweight
division.
“Joey and Seth are wrestling super right now,”
said Head Coach Lennis Cowell. “Those two are
wrestling at the level they are supposed to.”
Dansby beat Mike Grubs, a third-place finisher
at last year’s PAC-10 championships, to take home
See WRESTLER.S, page 6
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A Cal Poly w restler gets tied up in an earlier m atch against Boise State.

Mott Gym will be the
site for the second annual
Cal Poly G3TTinastics In
vitational Saturday.
Cal Poly’s men’s club
team will compete with
five other teams, includ
ing Stanford, University of Calgary, San
Jose State, UC Santa Barbara and
Sacramento State.
The invitational begins at noon and is
free to the public.
• Polo team s
Cal Poly’s women’s horse polo club team
has posted a pair of victories over West
Coast teams.
Tlie Mustangs shutout USC, 11-0, at
Cal Poly. A week earlier. Poly bested Stan
ford, 5-3, on the road.
The men’s polo club also trampled USC,
10-2. However, the Mustangs fell to Stan
ford, 3-2.
See CLUBS, page 6
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the first place trophy.
Woodill, who is ranked No. 8
in the nation, beat Bakersfield’s
Austin Dorf, who had been a top
competitor against W(K)dill in the
past.
»*
“He (Woodill) is really wres
tling well and seems to be right
on mentally,” said Poly Assistant
Coach Robert Thbarez.
Only three other Cal Poly
wrestlers were able to place in
the tournament. Jake Gaeir took
fourth in the 150-pound class,
Billy Grundler placed fourth at
158 pounds and Don Miller
placed fourth in the 177-pound
class.
Three sorters were kept out
of the tournament with injuries,
preventing Poly from competing
in two weight classes.
Miller, who normally wrestles
in , the 167-pound class, was
moved up a class to replace in
jured Cal Poly starter Eric
STEVEN J. MUELcER/Mustang Gaily
Schwartz
Cal Poly w re stlin g Head Coach Lennis C ow ell has tried to keep things positive for the M ustangs.
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From page 5

Both teams will participate in
the regionals in Indio on Feb.
18-26.
• Rugby

The Cal Poly rugby club team
won its home opener Saturday
against UC San Diego, 37-6.
The victory gives Poly (8-2
overall) a 2-0 record in the
Southern California Rugby Foot
ball Union.
Tham captain Ian Hunter was
the top scorer for the Mustangs
with 17 points.
“We’re happy with our
progress but we’re not quite at
the stage where we can afford to
sit back and take it easy,” said
rugby Head Coach Ian Mallard.
The team started its season
on a positive note by defeating
the UC Santa Barbara Gauchos,
25-11, in Santa Barbara.
The Mustangs’ tris were
scored by Pat Kinsella, Jeff
Krump, Dave Egar and Hunter.

WOODILL
From page 5

“People quit from my high
school team all the time,” Woodill
said. “No one on the team made
it through all four years except
me and three other guys.”
The reason no one made it
through all four years is because
of the physically demanding
practices his coach put the team
through, Woodill said.
“My high school coach, Mike
Hart, was good,” Woodill said.
“He had a tradition of winning
and expected a lot from his
wrestlers.
“At practice, my coach used to
hit me with a broomstick and
sometimes I deserved it. He was
pretty violent, he hit and
punched everything.”
As a junior in high school,
Woodill’s talent for wrestling
really began to show. He was
league champion and went on to
place second in the California In
terscholastic Federation finals.
By his senior year, Woodill
had won GIF and took third in
the state tournament for Califor
nia. He finished his senior year
at Dos Pueblos with a record of
55-2.
Woodill, a history major,
decided to redshirt as a fresh
man at Cal Poly. During that

“ Each interest is only
a facet of my life that
I like. I don’t want
people to think I
walk around
worshiping
the devil.’’
Seth Woodill,
Cal Poly wrestler
time, he increased his weight
from 190 pounds to 210.
Woodill’s first year of competi
tion at Cal Poly turned out to be
a discouraging time for him as
an athlete.
“I got my butt kicked,” Woodill
said. “I don’t think I won more
than seven matches that year.”
In order to overcome his
defeats, Woodill set goals for
himself to beat teammates in
practice that he didn’t think he
could beat.
His strategy worked.
By his second year, Woodill
qualified for the national cham
pionships.
“I came one match away from
placing in the top eight for na
tionals that year,” W(K)dill said.

“I had never wrestled in front of
that many people before. All the
people who are the best wrestlers
were there.”
As Woodill enters his third
year of competition at Cal Poly,
his goal is to place in nationals.
“I don’t like to say what my
goals are because I don’t want to
talk big,” Woodill said. “If I’m not
physically tough on the mat,
then I won’t make it.”
The only problem facing
Woodill now is that he has no one
his size on the Cal Poly team to
wrestle against in practices.
“It’s amazing how good he is,”
said Eric Schwartz, a Cal Poly
team m ate, “considering he
doesn’t have anyone his weight
to work out with.”
Woodill has, however, worked
out with Mott Gym’s walls quite
often in his first three years at
Cal Poly.
“Each individual has his own
way to get motivated,” Cowell
said. “Seth likes to listen to
heavy metal — I think that’s
what it’s called.
“Sometimes he gets so caught
up in it, that he starts to hit
things.”

LEAGUE
From page 5

Therefore, some sort of equi
table solution must be reached to
ensure the state-funded schools
do not have an unfair advantage
in recruiting athletes.
McNeil indicated th at a
balanced mix of need-oriented
scholarships and athleticoriented recruitment scholar
ships has yet to be agreed to.
Crabb said there are currently
four scholarship “models” on the
negotiating table, from which
participating universities can
choose, with the idea being that
each option is more or less equal.

Followed by
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McNeil said each “equivalen
cy” can be split up to partially
cover the expenses of studentathletes receiving financial aid.
There will be limits as to the
number of athletic-based and
need-based scholarships each
school can offer.
Beyond ironing out scholar
ship details, Crabb said the cur-

“ If we can’t get this
new football
conference
together, It could
impact what we do
with all the other
sports.’’
Charlie Crabb,
Academic Resources
rent proposal calls for a 10-game
season, again to limit travel ex
penses.
The proposed coaching staff
limitations are one head coach,
three full-time assistant coaches,
and no more than a total of five
g rad u ate-assistan t coaches,
part-time coaches, and volunteer
coaches on each squad.
Crabb said the WFC is serv
ing as the “nucleus” of this
proposed new conference.
TTie WFC included Cal Poly,
Dead
Mustafix
Dally
Ä p o fta

e S U N o r t h r i d g e , CSU
Sacramento, Portland State, the
University of Santa Clara and
Southern Utah.
If negotiations are successful,
Crabb said the WFC will dis
band, and the new league,
whatever its members decide to
call it, will replace the WFC as a
new. Division I-AA cost-contain
ment football league.
Crabb emphasized that the
proposed league will only govern
football.
Other arrangements will need
to be made for the other sports,
ideally putting them in the same
separate conference, Crabb said.
“Football is the big-ticket
item,” Crabb said. “With the
NCAA rules sajdng that every
(sport) has to be Division I, it be
comes real important to get
everything lined up (for the new
conference).
“If we can’t get this new foot
ball conference together, it could
impact what we do with all the
other sports.”

n

ASI: Public Enemy may play Poly
By Katherine Gill
Staff Writer

ASI Concerts has secured a
verbal agreement with the rap
band Public Enemy to play at
Cal Poly on Sunday, March 1.
Melissa Burnley, executive as
sistant of ASI Concerts, stressed
that the agreement is only verbal
and not written.
“There’s nothing signed yet, so
they can still back out,” Burnley
said.
She said final word on the

concert should come in a week.
ASI Concerts Chair Steve
Miller has been working with
Vice Chair Zoli Harway for about
three weeks on bringing the con
troversial band to Cal Poly.
Burnley added that the idea
to have Public Enemy was voted
on by the ASI Committee before
the process of signing them was
started.
Burnley said the deal would
be a co-op buy, because Public
Enemy does not want to play
here unless they also have

another scheduled date.
Chris Dembiczak, a member
of the ASI Program Board, said
ASI Concerts has approached
Chico State, U.C. Davis and San
Jose State to see if they would be
interested in having the band
play.
Dembiczak said the idea to
bring Public Enemy to Cal Poly
has been kicked around for a few
years.
“It’s not a new idea, it’s just
something that came together.”
Dembiczak added that he

thought having the show on a
Sunday night would be better
than a Friday or Saturday con
cert.
“It would work to our ad
vantage because people can go
out of town for the weekend and
still make it back in time for the
show.”
Burnley said that students
should not ask about tickets
until the band is formally signed.
“We need contracts signed
before tickets can be sold,” she
said.

An animated adventure
Spike and Mike festival
features small-time fun
By David Bock
Editorial Staff

MOVIE
REVIEW
_______

Filmmakers discovered
years ago that there are cer
tain limits to what can be
done with actors and real
sets.
There are ju st some
things one can’t do with live

action.
One can’t, for instance, easily depict a
bored dragon’s humorous daily airsurfing es
capades or the hectic life of an infant’s toys
come to life.
lb tell those stories, one needs a little help.
Enter animation.
Each year a few brave production com
panies assemble a collection of animated
shorts from around the world for the con-

The most hilarious shorts are
the ones made by students.
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sumption of animation fans everywhere.
One of this year’s offerings. Spike and
Mike’s “Festival of Animation,” is a solid an
thology with a variety of animation styles and
subject matter, certain to please diehard
animation buffs as well as those new to the
medium.
Be warned, however. If you go into this ex
pecting big production animated shorts — a
la Disney — forget it. You’re missing the
point.
Indeed, what often makes these films so
delightful is that they’re not produced by the
stale Hollywood film establishment.
Most are produced by amateurs, many of
whom are film students.
In fact, the most hilarious shorts are far
and away the ones made by students.
“Denny Goes Airsurfing,” “Snookles” and
See FESTIVAL, page 9

Spike and M ike’s “ Festival of A n im a tio n ’’ ru n s at the Paim Theater through Feb. 9.

Film-making in SLO may be ticket to big money
______ Conference encourages community involvement
Staff Writer________________________
By Brian Volk

Those big ugly spiders that
crawled out from under barns
and into our movie theaters a
couple of years ago brought more
than just goose bumps to the
residents of the Central Coast.
They brought money, lots of it.
Exterminated? Yes. But bred
from these leggy creatures of
“Arachnophobia” lives a new
kind of creature some feel is
spreading just as fast — the film
industry, one that is bigger, bet
ter and uniquely San Luis
Obispo.
And with this industry comes
money.
This was the overall message
of last Friday’s Annual Film
Conference ’92 held by the San
Luis Obispo County Film Com
mission.
Jonni Eylar, executive direc
tor for the San Luis Obispo
County Film Commission, said
the purpose of the three-hour
seminar was to educate the com
munity about what the local film
commission is and to get people
involved in the film industry.
With the community’s involve
ment, Eylar said, the commission

can hopefully bring up more
major Southern California film
producers of television commer
cials, television movies and full
feature movies.
Eylar reflected on some of the
activity experienced in 1989 to
1990 when three major films
were produced here — “My Blue
Heaven,” “Arachnophobia” and
the soon to be released “Midnight
Ride.”
“We’ve also had numerous
auto commercials produced here
in the county throughout the
years and one made-for-TV
movie,” Eylar said. “So, we would
like to get more of that activity
up here.”
Melissa Higgins, deputy direc
tor for the the California State
Film Commission, was the
keynote speaker at the con
ference.
She explained the importance
of community involvement in the
film industry and how a commit
tee should be formed to channel
this involvement.
A committee could be set up
to involve the community in such
tasks as promotion, location

scouting, taking pictures for an
accessible photo library, and in
troducing local professionals who
play a role in film production.
The bottom line is to make
this area as attractive and acces
sible as possible to the big com
panies down south.
This spelled one thing for
many of those in the group of ap
proximately 40 who attended the
conference —jobs.
The spectrum of the audience
included local musicians, talent
agents, California State Parks
and police personnel, hotel and
re s ta u ra n t staff, caterers.

"What this area needs
is unification and
developing the area
to be more enticim
to people within tne
film industry."
Karin Lakin
talent agency owner

representatives from employ
ment agencies and car rental
companies, and some independ
ent filmmakers.
All of these people are neces
sary components to setting up a
production, and all can benefit,
Higgins said.
Sarah Brancart, communica
tions manager for the San Luis
Obispo County Film Commis
sion, reemphasized the impact
film production can have on an
area.
“It really is a trickle effect,”
she said. “When these production
people come here, they bring
their crew, they need places to
stay, they have to eat and they
want to be entertained.”
Eylar explained that the film
industry uses a lot of the local
services the tourism industry
does not use.
Eylar said when the Steve
Martin movie “My Blue Heaven”
was made in the area, the
production crews built sets made
from lumber purchased here.
They also created set decora
tions from materials made avail
able from Icxjal merchants. In ad

dition, Eylar said, they hired a
lot of local labor to work in this
production.
Higgins agreed. “The economi
cal impact is phenomenal. You’re
looking at an industry that
doesn’t move in and stay. It’s
there for just a period of time,”
she said.
Higgins said a feature film
like “My Blue Heaven” brings
revenues in the range of several
million dollars to this area alone.
From that production, she
said, approximately $200,000
was spent on meals and $500,000
on hotels.
Aside from the economical
rewards that can be reaped by
local communities, why is this
area considered to be such a “hot
bed of activity” for the film in
dustry?
Eylar said one of the reasons
is that San Luis ObisfX) County
features vast geographical diver
sity.
“This area is just starting to
be discovered, and we’re so close
to Los Angeles,” Eylar said. “We
have such a diversity in scenery
and looks here that it is just a
matter of time before they dis
cover us.”
See FILM , page 9
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County Symphony to debut
Poly professor's "Concierto'
By Kelli Harris

Staff Writer

It all began when “I used to
spend my vacations writing
music as an undergraduate be
cause it was fun,” says Cal Poly
music professor and composer
Craig Russell, describing the
process that led up to the
premiere performance of his
symphony comp>osition, “Concierto Romantico.”
The piece, the result of an ef
fort that began almost 20 years
ago, will be presented by the San
Luis Obispo County Symphony
and guitarist Jose Maria Gallar
do Saturday in Pismo Beach.
Craig R ussell
R ussell doesn’t fit the
stereotypical picture of a com “Concierto Romantico” to Pujol,
poser — one that features flam his former teacher and mentor.
As a musical composition,
ing white hair and a crazed look.
Russell, who is young and con Russell said the “Concierto
servatively groomed, is known Romantico” was arranged with
for his high-energy level. His unity of thematic and melodic
teaching career at Cal Poly has material. Everything is related.
The piece also includes many
spanned 10 years.
Over his career, he has writ inside connections between Pujol
ten more than 40 compositions and himself, Russell said.
“Pujol saw the best in us (the
varying from extended pieces,
chamber works and pieces for students of the class), who we
were and what we would become.
guitars.
Russell said he began writing He treated me like I was impor
his “Concierto Romantico” for tant. He did not separate ethics
guitar and orchestra in 1972 from art,” Russell said.
while studying under Emilio
The classes Russell attended
Pujol, whom he considers one of during the summers of 1972,
1974 and 1976 under Pujol were
the last great composers.
“Pujol was an extremely kind for only a limited number of top
and benevolent person, gentle music students. Russell was in
and completely dedicated to his vited back for each session.
Russell was given the theme
art and to all of the best aspects
of humankind,” Russell said. “It for the “Concierto Romantico” in
is a gift or homage to him.”
1972. He remembers Pujol
Russell has dedicated the saying, “I’ve written this theme
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Magic and loss
New Lou Reed release traces
artist through sorrow, hope

for you, and I would like you to
make some variations on it.”
Russell said it took him five
years to do his homework, to
finish the “Concierto Romantico.”
Russell said the concerto was
a challenge for the solo guitarist,
and he is glad that the symphony
and Gallardo will be playing his
concerto.
Tbchnically, Russell said, the
first and third movements are
faste»" and lively while the mid
dle IS lower, somber and roman
tic.
The last movement features
variations on Pujol’s theme.
Overall, Russell said, the concer
to is a synthesis of old and new.
It is modem material, but done
in an old model, he said.
Last week, Russell presented
a lecture on the “Concierto
Romantico” at the Earthling
Bookshop.
He included the audience in
learning the rhythm of the piece
and then showed how different
sections of the concerto play
upon each other. The audience
sang the melodies to familiarize
themselves with the concerto.
Music professor Alyson
McLamore described Russell as
being an active and dynamic per
son.
He is “constantly running,”
she said. “When he sits down
long enough to have a conversa
tion, he is dynamite.”

thearted guitar strumming of
this track could be misleading.
Staff Writer
____
Reed is contemplating what’s
Lou Reed’s new good in life after someone you
album, “Magic and love has died.
Loss,” isn’t easy lis
“Life’s good — but not fair at
tening.
all,”
he decides.
ALBUM
Two
of
Reed’s
REVIEW friends died from
In the next song, “Power and
cancer this past Glory,” Reed artfully describes
year, and it’s out of radiation treatment in this way,
this experience that the album “the same power that burned
was conceived.
H iroshim a/ causing three
“Between two Aprils I lost two legged babies and death/
friends. Between two Aprils Shrunk to the size of a nickel/ to
magic and loss,” reads the com help him regain his breath.”
pact disc insert.
It is this sort of imagery, as
Those familiar with Reed’s well as the subject matter, that
past works may be expecting an brings power to this recording.
album that rocks with guitar
Reed’s viewpoint jumps be
arrangements.
tween survivor, patient and ob
His latest endeavor isn’t server. Through these perspec
without, but Reed’s exploration tives, he tries to make sense of
of the inevitable is better com cancer and life in general.
Despite the mood, the
municated melodically.
This is a concept album that album’s tempo isn’t morbid. It
leads the listener full-circle begins with a kick, glides into
through life, death, disappoint somber tunes and then picks up
again. The final cut completes
ment, sorrow and hope.
Reed’s voice is frank, as he the progression with a nice,
goes through the very personal easy tempo.
ups and downs of surviving and
understanding a loss.
The last lyric mirrors the
His narration could either be song’s tempo with a reassuring
therapeutic or painful to some statement, “there’s a bit of
one who has suffered a loss or magic in everything/ and then
has had cancer touch his or her some loss to even things out.”
life. Beyond grieving, the record
The 14 tracks on “Magic and
deals with philosophies of life.
Loss” are deep and worth diving
The album begins with a into. Through honest, heartfelt
soul-pounding guitar riff that lyrics, universal truths surface.
leads into the second song,
“Life’s good — but not fair at
“W hat’s Good.” The ligh- all.”
By Christy Crossley

The “Concierto Romantico”
will be performed at 8:15 p.m. at
the Church o f the Nazarene in
Pismo Beach. Tickets are $9, $18
and $22.
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Orchesis company limbers up
for 'Dance Directions' concert
Weekend show
highlights mix
of dance styles

COURTESY THEATRE AND DANCE DEPARTMENT

M em bers of O rchesis practice fo r th is w eekend’s show at Cai Poiy.

Squeeze, Shriekback and Marky
Mark and the Funky Bunch.
Robin Schimmelpfennig,
president of Orchesis and recrea
tion administration junior, said
everyone participating in the
concert has devoted a lot of effort
and hard work.
By Jennifer White
Staff Writer.......................
According to Schimmelpfen
nig, the dancers have been prac
If you like music and you like ticing since the beginning of Sep
to dance, then you’ll love the tember, putting in at least 20
22nd annual Orchesis Dance hours of work each week.
Concert performance running at
“We put in so many hours that
the Cal Poly Theater today it’s like having a full-time job,”
through Saturday.
she said. “But it’s worth it.”
“Dance ‘92: Dance Directions”
Peter Wilt, theater and
will be performed by Orchesis, a program manager at Cal Poly,
dance club at Cal Poly, at 8 p.m. said students have been working
each evening and a matinee at 1 very hard for the upcoming per
formance.
p.m. on Saturday.
The concert features 31 Cal
“They always do a great job,”
Poly students and special guests. he said.
Moon Ja Minn Suhr, theater
and dance faculty member, has
directed the numbers that are
featured and choreographed by "We put in so many
students, Orchesis alumni, facul hours that it's like
ty members and guest artists.
The dances will be performed having a full-time
to various styles of music rang job. But it's worth it."
ing from foot-stomping country
to funky jazz. Musical accom Robin Schimmelpfennig,
paniment will include selections president of Orchesis
from bands such as Seal, Peter
Gabriel, U2, John Denver,

FILM

Tickets for the Orchesis dance
concert are $9 for the public and
$7 for students and senior
citizens. They are available at the
Cal Poly Theatre Ticket Office
and the A S I Ticket Office in the
University Union. Both ticket of
fices are open 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
Monday through Friday. For
reservations, call 756-1421.
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From page 7
Brancart, Eylar and Higgins
explained that this area can
achieve many of the different
kinds of “looks” that a production
company desires. Such diver
sities in the coast line allow
many kinds of beach and desert
“shots.”
Also, Higgins said that M o tto
Bay is the only area within a
re a so n a b le dist ance t h a t
provides the authentic New
England fishing village feel.
Other draws include the vast
rural and agricultural settings,
the wineries and the attractive
small towns.
Eylar said that Cal Poly is
also a big draw in terms of its
facilities.
“Recently, there was a call
from a European yogurt maker
who wanted a fruit orchard that
looked very lush and green in the
month of January,” said Eylar.
“Cal Poly had just about the only
orchard at the time who had this
kind of look.”
Eylar said Cal Poly can also
provide many of the “looks” that
may not be found in other parts
of the county such as the
“Western look” associated with

the horses, cattle and rodeo.
Some feel that one of the
reasons why production com
panies are turning to other areas
of California is that it is cheaper
than traveling all over the
country for the d ifferen t
sceneries.
Higgins said that it makes
economical sense for an industry
which used to be more “recession
proof.”
More than being just a smarT
econom ical i nvest ment to
CalifoTTiia’s economy, Higgins
said, there is more of a historical
value placed on turning to other
areas of the state.
Retaining the film industry
will help to keep alive the “image
that makes us Califonria.”
Keeping California associated
with film has been a part of an
ongoing process that started long
before the recession, Higgins
said.
She explained that 10 years
ago the program Film Liasons In
California Statewide (FLICS)
was created to establish this.
“What we have been able to do
successfully is to get filming out
of the greater Los Angeles area
and still be able to retain it in

the state of California,” she said.
Kainn Lakin, owner of Central
Coast Model and Talent, was one
of those who attended. She said
she was happy with the outcome
of the seminar and said her busi
ness will continue to grow in
relation to a more pronounced
local film industry.
“The meeting was an impor
tant one,” Lakin said. “What this
area needs is unification and
developing the area to be more
enticing to people within the film
industry.”
Lakin expressed content in
knowing one of those little “en
ticements” will be her licensed
agency, which will give talented
locals a chance to be noticed in
the scouting and casting prwess.
Higgins and Eylar were also
pleased with the turnout of the
meeting because it reinforced
their belief that there is enough
interest and spirit to form a com
mittee.
“It solidified what a local film
commission does — how it can
help the community which, in
turn, can help the film commis
sion,” said Eylar. “This needed to
be spelled out by someone other
than me, and Melissa did that.”

FESTIVAL
From page 7
“Eternity” are all fun, comedic
gems.
Indeed, fans of the classic
“Bambi Meets Godzilla” will
relish the inclusion of “Snookles,”
a three minute cartoon by Cal
Arts student Juliet Stroud.
And if sheer dementia is your
bag, then-USC student David
Bishop presents his startling ver
sions of some of American’s most
beloved children’s tales.
All is not fun and games;
r

ili^

Special extras to the show are
the performances created by
guest choreographers Gilbert
Reed and Delila Moseley.
Reed created a ballet number
to J.S. Bach’s Concerto No. 7 in
G minor. Claudette Bleijenberg,
an Orchesis Dance Company
member and an architecture
sophomore, will' appear as the
title figure in this piece.
Moseley, a member of the
dance department at UC Santa
Barbara, has choreographed a
number to the music of Mahler’s
5th Symphony.
The finale of “Dance ’92:
Dance D i r e c t i o n s ” was
choreographed by Dennon and
Sayhber Rawles, former profes
sional dancers who have their
own dance company in Los An
geles. The piece involves the en
tire company dancing to A1 Jarreau’s “High Crime.”
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however.
Several of the shorts are intel
lectually and stylistically superb.
“Feet of Song” by British
animator Einca Russell, treats
the viewer to an intriguing blend
of dance, rhythm, color and sym
metry.
And Czech-made “Dimensions
in Dialogue,” with its mastery of
stop-motion animation using real
objects, disturbs, mesmerizes
and ultimately haunts: This one
will stay with you long after the
lights come up.
If claym ation is you’re
preference, m aster B ritish
a n i m a t o r Nick P a r k is
represented by two short films,
including the delightful “Crea
ture Comforts,” in which a
variety of zoo animals are inter
viewed about their living condi
tions.
Park has long been a leader in
claymation, and his proficiency

shines in every detail of his
meticulously produced frames.
The only fault with this collec-l
tion, if there is one, is that if)
you’re a fairly regular attendee
of animation festivals, you may
have seen some of the shorts in
the past.
That said, this anthology is
especially recommended for all
those “Festival of Animation”
virgins who will surely be turned
on to a new and exciting film ex
perience.
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CALENDAR S

CONCERTS
Bass/Ticketmaster
— Bay Area, (415) 762-2277
— Los Angeles, (213)
480-3232
— S a n t a Maria, (805)
583-8700

hay area
□ R u s h , 1/30, Oakland
Coliseum
□Toad the Wet Sprocket,
1/30, Slim’s
□Siouxsie & the Banshees,
1/31, Henry J. Kaiser Conven
tion Center
□Dire Straits, 2/1,2, Oak
land Coliseum
□ K en n y R o g e rs, 2/1,2,
Circle Star Center
□Rickie Lee Jones, 2/6, Zellerbach Auditorium
□ Jerry Garcia Band, 2/7,
Henry J. Kaiser Convention
Center
□Beat Farm ers, 2/8, Slim’s
□Rod Stew art, 2/12, Oak
land Coliseum
□ John Mellancamp, 2/16,
Oakland Coliseum
□Dizzy Gillespie, 2/18-23,
Kimball’s East
□ G rateful Dead, 2/22-24,
Oakland Coliseum

thursday, jan. 30
□ The Orchesis Dance concert
“Dance ’92: Dance D irections”
will be performed at 8 p.m. in the
Cal Poly Theater. The show will
feature ballet, modern dance,
African, tap, jazz and Western.
Tickets range from $7 to $9,
□ The Impalers will perform at
SLO Brew ing Co. at 9:30 p.m,
□ The E arth lin g Bookshop
features Jim Thurman from 8 to
10 p.m.

friday, jan. 31
□ Rob-O-Kimball performs at the
E arthling Bookshop from 8 to
10 p.m.
□ The Orchesis Dance concert
will be performed at 8 p.m. at the
Cal Poly Theatre.
□ The Broadway Band performs
at SLO Brew ing Co. at 9:30
p.m.
□ Zoe Lewis performs at Linnaea’s Cafe at 8 p.m. Admission
is free.

Saturday, feb. 1

□ The Spirit performs at Loco
Ranchero at 9 p.m.
□ The SLO County Symphony

Ven-

•2
-1

i

□ The Orchesis Dance concert
will be performed at 8 p.m. at the
Cal Poly Theatre.
□ Local author Christopher
Moore will give a talk and sign
his new book, “Practical Demon
Keeping” at 2 p.m. at the E a rt
hling Bookshop. Later, Paul
Beeler will perform on acoustic
guitar from 8 to 10 p.m.

□ The Mudheads perform at
SLO Brew ing Co. at 9:30 p.m.

Sunday, feb. 2
M

Ven
Ven
Ven

los angeles area
□The Cult, Lenny Kravitz,
1/30, Universal Amphitheatre
□Siouxsie & the Banshees,
2/1, 2, U n i v e r s a l A m 
phitheatre
□Dire Straits, 2/7,8, Great
Western Forum
□Rod Stew art, 2/7,9, L.A.
Sports Arena
□ K e n n y R o g e rs, 2/8,9,
Celebrity Theatre
□Rickie Lee Jones, 2/8,
Wiltem Theatre
□11th Annual Bob Marley
Day C e le b ra tio n 1992,•
2/15,16, Long Beach Arena
□John Mellencamp, 2/18,
Great Western Forum
□ Marky Mark & the
Funky Bunch, 3/12, Wiltern
Theatre; 3/13, Celebrity

□ A poetry performance, Wild
Women of Words, will be held at
L innaea’s Cafe at 8 p.m.

□ The 35th annual Chinese
New Year’s B a n q u et and
Show will be held at 6 p.m. in
Chumash Auditorium. The event
will feature dinner and a tradi
tional lion’s dance. Tickets range
from $12 to $15.

ventura area
□W arren Zevon, 2/8,
tura Concert Theatre
□Nanci Griffith, 2/13,
tura Concert Theatre
□Arlo G uthrie, 2/16,
tura Concert Theatre
□The R adiators, 2/19,
tura Concert Theatre

will perform the world premier of
the “Concierto Romantico,” com
posed by Cal Poly music profes
sor Craig Russell, at the Church
of the Nazarene in Pismo Beach
at 8:15 p.m. Tickets range from
$18 to $22.

We are the world leader in page recognition software and recognized with awards from
Publish, InfoWorld, PC and N4AC USER magazines. Nestled among the trees in Los
Gatos, CA, between Silicon Valley and the ocean, Caere is a fast growing company
that offers challenging projects in a highly creative and supportive envircwiment.

Caere will conduct on-campus interviews February 6,1992

□ The U.U. Galerie is running a
show featuring the work of
pai nter K arl-Josef Berger
through Feb. 8. An artist’s recep
tion will be held on Jan. 18 from
5 to 7 p.m. at the Galerie.
□ “Phil Dike: A Retrospective of
a California Painter” is the cur
rent show on display at the
University Art Gallery. The
show features 22 paintings in
cluding landscapes, seascapes
and scenes of everyday life from
the artist’s travels to the South
west and the Central Coast. The
exhibit runs through Feb. 9.

□ The Orchesis Dance concert
will be performed at 1 p.m. at the
Cal Poly Theatre.

KCPR TOP 10 ALBUMS

□ The film “Henry V” will be
shown at Chumash Auditorium
at 7:30 p.m. in connection with
the Shakespeare Film Series.
This 1944 version s t a r s
Lawrence Olivier. Tickets range
from $3 to $4.

Caere Corporation needs top-quality software engineers to
develop algorithms and products based on image and
pattern-recognition technology.

□ The Festival of A nimation
runs at the Palm Theater
through Feb. 9. The show is a
collection of short, animated
films from around the world.
Tickets are $6.50. Call 541-5161
for show times.

□ The G r e a t A m e r i c a n
M e l o d r a m a in Océano is
presenting “Charley’s Aunt”
through March 8. Call 489-2499
for tickets.

□ Singer/songwriter Jenn Gut
tler performs at Linnaea’s Cafe
at 8 p.m.

E ric Hoit, left, and E ric B ishop, right, dress Lord Fancourt B abberly
as “ C harley’s A u n t,” in the Great A m erican M elodram a play of the
same nam e now playing in Océano.

□ “Speed Racer,” a show by
Mustang Daily photographer
Steven J. Mueller depicting the
1991 International Grand Prix
motorcycle race at Laguna Seca,
runs at the Photo Option Gallery
in the Robert E. Kennedy
Library through Feb. 11.

□ The Spotlight Community
Talent Show will be presented
at Chumash Auditorium at 4
p.m. featuring 26 talented
Central Coast residents. The
show will include music, dance,
drama, comedy and fine art.
Tickets range from $4 to $6.

inonday, feb. 3

Photo by Austin's

ongoing.

tuesday, feb. 4
□ Linnaea’s Cafe will hold a

week ending 1/26/92

1. DINOSAUR JR
"Whatever's Cool with Me" (EP)
2. POI DOC, PONDERING
"Jack Ass Ginger" (EP)
3. CHAPTERHOUSE
"Mesmerize" (EP)
4. MOOSE
"Moose"
5. I'M YOUR FAN
Compilation
6. HOLY ROLLERS
"Fabuley"
7. TA1.K TALK
"Laughing Stock"
8. Bl DDY GUY & JR. WELLS
"Alone & Acoustic"
9. PSYCLONTS
"Greatest Hits ¡981 -1991"
10. ENYA
"Shepherd Moons"

Jazz Jam at 8 p.m.

ÀRT
198 South Street
San L u is Obispo, CA
(805) 543-4416
2179 10th Street-Los Osos, CA
(805) 528-5115

We require programming expertise and a BS or MS in Computer Science, Electrical
Engineering, Math or Physics. Skills in C, assembly, UNIX, NeXT, Macintosh,
pattern recognition, image processing, and quality assurance are assets.

Come to an informal meeting with Carl Alsing
Carl Alsing, the midnight programmer in "Soul of a New Machine" and Caere’s Director of
Software Development, will talk about "How toTeach Machines to Read." Refreshments and
other interesting ideas will be plentiful. You'll be able to talk to Carl about your interests and
ambitions. The meeting will take place at:

000000

STA FF D I N I N G H A LL
ROOM B
F eb ru ary 5 ,1 9 9 2
6:00 to 8:00 P.M.
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Ya eayya have mutin' ta do?
Check o ut our A& E section!

Software Design Engineers in Test Development
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H elp yourself to a great career.
You’re the independent type.
You know exactly what you want. And
you’ll gel it. Microsoft has the career you’ve
hungered for all along.
At Microsoft, the most advanced tech
nology imaginable is within your grasp.
Your challenge is to use the latest in soft
ware development tools and methodology
to design, develop, and implement testing
soflw'are and test cases. Contribute to prod
uct design by reviewing specifications and
defining problem areas. Troubleshoot soft
ware bugs to find faulty source code; recom
mend and implement changes. Design soft
ware on (S0386, 80486, and RISC-based
machines that are connected to XENIX®,
MS-DOS, and OS/2 file servers. Work as a
team member on projects such as operating

systems, networks, compilers, personal and
business applications software, graphical
interfaces, handwriting technology, and mul
timedia. M icrocom puter programming
experience is necessary.
Here we welcome non-tradilional
approaches. We’ll give you everything you
need to get the job done. Then we back off
and let you do it your way.
So, if you’re pursuing a B achelor’s or
M aster’s degree in C om puter Science,
Electrical Engineering. Math, Physics or a
related discipline, talk with us at the
Career Fair. We look forward to nurturing
your ambition.
We are an equal opportunity employer
and are working toward a more culturally
diverse workplace.

Miemsoft
Career Fair
Thursday, February 2 0 ,1992 • 10:00 am - 3:00 pm
Chumashman Auditorium, Uuiversity yniou .
Software Design Engineers in Test Developnient

(§)

FACTORY DIRECT PRICES !
ALL GRAPHIC T-SHIRTS
WINTER JACKETS
ALL WOMEN'S SWIMWEAR
ALL WINTER SWEATSHIRTS
RAYON & COTTON CAMP SHIRTS
WINTER NYLON SHELLS
PLAID BEACH PANTS
KIDS RAD PUP DRESSES

mfg. sug. retail
$15.00
$100-130
up to $42
$34-40
$38.00
$90-100$42.00
$ 20.00

SAT F»
$9.99 and under
$39-79
$9.99
$19.99
$9.99
$19.99
$19.99
$5.00

AND MUCH, MUCH MORE!!
Also Available:
Backpacks, Fanny Packs, Bike Bags, and
Specialty Outdoor Bags from:

Alpenelite and Kangaroo Bags

SAVE 30 - 70 % BELOW RETAIL II
Thursday, Jan 30 • 6pm - 9pm
Friday, Jan 31 - Sunday, Feb 2 • 10am - 5pm

956

Higuera Street, San Luis Obispo

T h u r s d a y , J a n u a r y 30, 1 9 9 2
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Former senator to speak at Poly

Speaker to discuss need
for more women’s studies

Paula Hawkins will tell her views on women in politics
By Patricia Egan
Staff Writer

Former United States Senator
Paula Hawkins will visit Cal
Poly this week to speak to stu
dents and faculty.
Hawkins, a Republican from
Florida, will speak on “The New
Politics: New Faces and New
Ideas.”
Hawkins was invited to Cal
Poly as part of an annual politi
cal science department program.
Every year a former member of
government is invited to give a
campus-wide lecture as well as
individual guest lectures to
political science classes.
“It enhances the academic
COURTESY POLITICAL SCIENCE
program in political science,” Paula H aw kins
said political science chair
Dianne Long.
said.
Speakers are chosen from a
The women in the Senate
list of available lecturers and prior to Hawkins had either fol
sponsored by the political science lowed in the footsteps of a hus
department in cooperation with band or father, she said.
During Hawkins’ eight-year
the U.S. Association of Former
Senate career, she contributed to
Members of Congress.
Hawkins, who served on the legislation dealing with drug
Senate from 1981 to 1987, “is the abuse and international drug
first woman elected to the conspiracy. She also authorized
Senate on her own merit,” Long child nutrition programs and

NATION

TOBACCO

By Christy Crossley

reforms which made the prosecu
tion of child abusers easier, ac
cording to information provided
by a source at her Florida office.
Senate Republican Leader
Bob Dole named her “the
Senate’s General in the war on
drugs” for her contributions to
combating the drug war.
Hawkins also served on a
number of committees while in
the Senate, including the
Agricultural Committee and the
Labor and Human Resources
Committee.
Prior to her involvement in
the Senate, Hawkins was elected
Republican National Commit
tee woman in 1968 and served
that position for 20 years.
Currently, she serves Presi
dent Bush as Chairman of the
National Commission on Respon
sibilities for Financing PostSecondary Education and is a
member of InterAmerican Drug
Abuse Control Commission.
Hawkins will be speaking
Thursday in Science North, room
215 at 11 a.m. Friday.
She will speak on “Women
and Politics” in Staff Dining
Room B at noon.

Staff Writer

Students and faculty at Cal
Poly will have the opportunity
to learn about a new perspec
tive on women’s education.
Jean O’Barr, director of
Women’s Studies a t Duke
University, will speak at Cal
Poly Monday.
The title of O’Barr’s talk is
“Getting Into the Conversation:
Women’s Studies in American
Higher Education.”
The title reflects O’Barr’s
policy of being inclusive, not
exclusive, said Cal Poly assis
ta n t professor of history
Carolyn Stefanco.
“I want to show that how we
think about things very much
influences what we do about
things,” O’Barr said. “Women’s
scholvship not only helps
women understand themselves,
but has some policy implica
tions.”
O’Barr is a political science
professor at Duke University.
She edited “Signs, A Journal of
Women in Cul ture and
Society.”
O’Barr has spent the past 20
years investigating issues sur
rounding women and educa
tion.

WORLD

From page 2
the Health Center’s SnufF Out businesses.
Bush gave a preview of the
Tobacco Project, said she hadn’t
yet heard any “official word” spending proposal, unveiled
Wednesday, in his State of the
about cuts to her grant.
“But any cuts will affect the Union speech Tuesday night. He
work that we’re doing here,” she vowed, “I know that we’re in
said. Gofer’s program is the only hard times, but I know some
one in the county which specifi thing else: TTiis will not stand.”
cally deals with smokeless tobac
co use.
Because the cigarette tax
generates so much money. Wells
said she understood why Wilson
would want a piece of her
budget.
“There is a lot of revenue com
ing in,” she said, “and of course
during fiscal problems
■(politicians) look at where the
revenue is.
'■i
“I know there’s real budgetary
needs at the state level that are
trying to be met,” she said. “But
tWs money was designated by
referendum — and the people
voted on it — to be used in
health education, so it’s sort of
ironic that now it could be used
for whatever else might be
needed.”
From page 1
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From page 2

Ref>orts that Michael Barnes,
41, of Long Beach, Calif., had
been released were false. Inves
tigator Vicente Batitis said the
r u m o r s p r e a d a f t e r an
Australian tourist was found
wandering near Laguna de Bay,
a lake southeast of Manila.

“J e a n h a s taken the
women’s studies program at
Duke from this tiny, new
program to something that’s
big and valuable,” said Stefan
co, who was involved with
Duke’s program in its early
days.
“I’ve watched the women’s

“I’ve watched the
women’s studies
program grow at
Duke (University)..
Jean O’Barr, DU
professor
studies program grow at Duke,
and now it’s one of the most
respected programs in the
country.”
Cal Poly’s women’s studies
program is still small and run
on a volunteer basis, Stefanco
said. It’s supported mainly by
the history and political science
departments.
“We’re at the beginning of
the program,” Stefanco said.
“We’ve created one, but now we
need to build it.”
O’Barr said that one pur
pose of her campus visits is to
help universities develop a suc
cessful program.
“(Having) a women’s studies
program could further what the
institution wants to do,” O’Barr
said.
O’Barr will be speaking
during a lunchtime seminar, a
program designed to promote
Women’s Studies at Cal Poly.
Stefanco and Margaret Camuso
coordinate the lunchtime
speakers.
O’Barr will be speaking
Monday from noon to 1 p.m. in
Staff Dining Room B. There
will be an open hour with
O’Barr from 2:30 to 3:30 p.m.
in building 10, room 241.
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Spring Quarter, study in
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Poly
uses
‘intelligent’
new
farming
machine
Ag engineering develops
T h u r s d a y , J a n u a r y 30, 1 9 9 2

multi-use
field
equipment
By
Shandley
R ic k

Staff Writer

It won’t wash your windows,
but if you have soil to till or a
crop to harvest, the Controlled
'IVaffic Farming machine may
someday do the work for you —
while you sleep.
“This idea of developing a
machine that can carry out intel
ligent operations is exciting,”
said E.J. Carnegie, agricultural
engineering department head
and one of the founding members
of the project.
The idea began in 1987 when
a representative from Southern
California Edison came to Cal
Poly expressing a desire to fund
research using off-peak-hour
electrical power, said Mark
Zohns, agricultural engineering
professor.
“We started dreaming about
an electric farming system,”
Zohns said. “The first thing we
did was build a one-tenth scale
model controlled with an Apple
II computer.”
You may have seen the full
scale CTF system located in a
field just west of the new Dairy
Science building. It is a 100-footlong truss that spans across the
field with two tractor tires
mounted on each side.

The workhorse of the system
is called the carriage. This car
riage slides along the bottom of
the truss and operates a myriad
of farm implements and devices.
“We visualize this thing doing
all the primary (disk tilling) and
secondary (planting, irrigation)
operations all the way through
harvest,” Zohns said. “We want
to test this concept to see if it’s
valuable to agriculture and to
society.”
Reducing soil compaction and
making good use of off-peak
electrical power are the project’s
two primary objectives, Zohns
said.
The 100-foot span of the CTF
system eliminates the need for
tractor tires to touch the soil
being planted. The machine
bridges the field rather than
traveling through it. Utilizing
off-peak electrical power requires
the CTF system to operate in
dependently at night when
electrical rates are lower and
demand on the utility company is
less, Zohns said.
The computer system that
controls the CTF is in the
process of being upgraded.
“We have exceeded the
capacity of our controllers,” Car
negie said. “We want to refine
the system and make it more

IBC Presents Its

First
Annual
Drawing
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Cal P oly’s C ontrol T raffic Farm ing m achine is being put to use in
a fie ld near the new Dairy Science b u iiding .
responsive to user need.
“Before we can do other things
we have to have more program
mable control over motor
speeds,” Carnegie said.
Variable motor-speed control
would allow more accurate field
positioning.
As it is now, the power to the
motor is like a light switch, it’s
either on or off.
What is needed is a dimmer
switch, so power can be adjusted
somewhere in between.

“When we have this control
system refined, we’ll be able to
know every plant location in the
field,” Zohns said. “Once we can
control the machine and know
where the carriage is, then these
other ideas begin to look more
feasible.”
The ability to program the
CTF unit to recognize each in
dividual plant in the field lends
itself to the practice of prescrip
tion farming.
Because each plant in the

STEVEN J. MUELLER/Mustang Daily

field is identified, “we may know
how much pesticide to apply and
where,” Zohns said. “fUiowing
this, we can prescribe the right
amount and the minimal
amount.”
Above all else, this is a resear
ch project that students can par
ticipate in. Several students
have done senior projects on
CTF.
“If I can get a project that stu
dents can work on,” Zohns said,
“that’s the best.”

COMMENTARY
From page 4

dum from the start, I have
worked closely with many stu
dents, faculty and a d 
ministrators here at Cal Poly.
It is clear to me that the IRA
Adrisory Committee, the IRA
Thsk Force and the leadership of
ASI have been consistent in their
intention of eliciting and
responding to the best interests
of the students, not in pushing
through some ill-advised or un
popular self-serving scheme.
Similarly, administrative staff
have put in many hours to assist
our students to facilitate the
processes necessary to fulfill stu
dent mandates, from petition
through election to implementa
tion.
No process of deriving public
input or implementing its direc-

tion is ever without concerns form the student body about the
arising regarding errors, timing IRA referendum - will be disap
or outcome. Violations were pointed by an outcome other
reported in this election and at than the one they personally
the request of the ASI Board of s u p p o r t e d . Pol i ci es a n d
Directors, the university inves procedures were followed,
tigated the alleged unethical however, and we now need to
practices by the athletic depart move ahead to expedite the ac
ment and infractions of residence tions advised and taken.
hall policy and found no substan
tial evidence to support the al
I commend those involved for
legations. Where multiple voting doing home work, hard work and
is suspected, an aggressive inves good work. Cal Poly is fortunate
tigation is underway and will to have students, faculty and
proceed according to published staff who are willing to commit
d i s c i p l i na r y policies and their time, talents and energies
procedures. As this election toward making this university
demonstrated, it is often by a an institution that is responsive
small margin under less than op to its constituents and decisive
timal ci rc u ms t a n c e s t h a t toward its future.
decisions are made in a
democratic process. Many - in
cluding student leaders who
Hazel J. Scott is vice president
helped communicate with and in o f Student Affairs at Cal Poly.

CLUB
From page 2

l e m i l i n e ’s

iL/ay

Friday February 14th

Ik

Students from all majors are
welcome to apply. Once selected
as a Poly l^p, each student
remains a member of the or
ganization until graduation.
Membership in Poly Reps is a
great opportunity to improve
speaking skills, have fun and
meet people.
If interested, applications are
available in room 206 of the Ad
ministration building.
Applications are due on

March 6 for students planning on
attending London Study or going
on a Spring 1992 co-op. Applica
tions for all other students are
due on April 3.
Tb answer questions, there
will be three informational meet
ings — Feb. 27 from 11 a.m. to
noon or 7 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. in
U.U. 219 and March 11 from 7
p.m. to 8:30 p.m. in U.U. 219.
For more information call Cindee Bennett-Thompson at
756-2792.

STATE
From page 2

El C orral B ookstore has
a wide selection o f gifts for your
special sweetlieart.
Shop Monday through Thursday 'til 7PM
Friday 7:45AM to 4:30PM
and Saturday 11AM to 4:30PM

sstl

3
Bookstoie

Suisse approved Tuesday will
finance the construction of Bay
Area Rapid Transit extensions in
counties east of the San FVancisco Bay and in San Mateo County.
A sharply divided BART board
voted 5 to 3 in favor of the deal.
The only alternative was to
build the $2.5 billion extensions
as tax revenues were collected.
But that would delay the work
for years, said BART General
Manager Frank Wilson.

The package from Credit
Suisse will provide $560 million
to fill the gaps between tax col
lections, officials said.
BART directors had asked the
bank to make some gesture, such
as scholarships or student ex
changes to black South Africans.
The bank refused.
The bank said it opposes
apartheid, but said it views sanc
tions as bad because they
“destroy jobs, particularly in the
black community.”
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Forum focuses on new approach to architecture
By Tracey Adams
Staff Writer

The School of Architecture
and Environmental Design is
throwing the traditional out the
window to make room for the
new.
The construction maneigement
department is sponsoring a
forum on Feb. 5 that will focus
on a new approach to planning,
design and construction — inter
disciplinary interaction.
This approach means that dif
ferent professions working on the
same project should know how to
communicate and work together.
“Right now we teach the more
traditional approach where the

different disciplines don’t have
much interaction,” said John
Mouton, a construction maneige
ment professor and coordinator
of the fbrum.
In the professional world, it is
becoming more common for all
the professions to be involved in
the entire length of a project,
Mouton said.
The School of Architecture
and Environmental Design is
unique in that it has five dis
ciplines including construction
management, city and regional
planning, landscape architec
ture, architecture and architec
tural engineering.
“We can capitalize on this uni
queness with this new interdis

ciplinary interaction approach,”
Mouton said.
The forum will consist of three
professionals — a developer, ar
chitect and project executive
(builder) — all of whom recently
worked on a parking project
together in Los Angeles.
Dennis Potts, the architect of
the project, graduated with a de
gree in architecture from Cal
Poly in 1983. Potts said this
project is an excellent example of
interaction in the profession.
“We had architectural en
gineers, structural engineers,
civil and mechanical engineers
and landscape architects all
working together on this
project,” Potts said.

When Potts was a student, the
concept of interaction was just
starting to be discussed, he said.
“I was on the student council
and one of the ideas we were
working on was to get all five
departments to start working
together,” Potts said.
Nine years later, the approach
of interaction has become com
mon enough for SAED to add it
to its instruction.
“This forum will be beneficial
to every discipline,” said Jim
Rodger, head of the construction
management department, “even
to some disciplines outside the
school.”
Other majors that this forum

may interest are mechanical en
gineering and finance, Rodger
said.
The forum will have three
parts.
First, the professionals will
discuss interaction and how it
applied to the parking project.
They will then hold a question
and answer session, which will
include a barbecue lunch.
The last part will be for the
SAED faculty to show how inter
action can be taught in their
classes.
The forum will be held at the
Architecture building in the ar
chitecture gallery from 9:30 to
11:30 a.m.

C lassified
Announcements
VALENTINES
DAY
MAKE SURE YOU GET YOUR AD

Camp K 3rita-

...SAM...
Speaker Donna Davis from the

549-8528
? Vs ALG
in spite of Gl A coalition’s
efforts and his only defeat in
the Middle East, ALG remains
ruler at the end. GLA's who do
not face their rival sink with
the weight of their own lie.

SPE
PIZZA EAT
AT SHAKEYS PIZZA FRI, 4:30.

TOPIC: KUWAIT OIL FIRES.
NEW MEMBERS WELCOME (FREE)

AXQ
Sigma’s
are getting eicited for

ASI
ELECTIONS
Elections committee meeting

pledge/active. You're the best!
Hold on, you’re almost there!
ALG l
ALG publicly repeals his
middle initial and humbly
sends a letter of apology to
pertinent parties He now
wears corrective lenses.

are having a BARN PARTY in the
Beef Pavilion on SAT, 2-1.
Tickets Sold W-F in Ag Building
or at door for $2. Door Prizes
Refreshments.Music: DIGITAL DJ

initiation! We are all so
proud of our now blossoms!
LOVE, the older-actives.
GAMMA PHIS! GET EXCITED FOR
THE BANQUET AND BBQi THIS
WEEKEND IS GONNA BE A BLAST!
GREEKS#! CHOICE
SATIN STITCH LETTERS ON HVY.
WT. SWEATS. SLO LIFE ACTIVEWEAR
959 HIGUERA ST. 546-9633

KZOZ-FMS Inner Edge Live at
YOUR Party! Area’s largest
selection of Modern Rock/Alt.
Music. Call 542-0367 for
booking information.

ORDER OF
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Do You Run Out Of M o n ^ Before
You Run Out Of Month? Turn The
Tables With Extra Income From
Interesting Part-Time Work. We
Show You How. Phone For
Appointment. 528-5057
SPEND A GREAT SUMMER IN THE
HIGH SIERRAS WORKING WITH
CHILDREN-WALTON'S GRIZZLY
LODGE SUMMER CAMP IS
INTERVIEWING IN YOUR AREA
FOR COUNSELING POSITIONS.
WRITE BOB STEIN 4009 SHERIDAN
CT. AUBURN CA. 95603

1983 CHRYSLER LABARON CONVERT
IBLE TOWN AND COUNTRY 466-9784
__________ 466 0609 $3500.00__________
Refrig For Sale
19cu.ft w/freezer works grt
$50 obo 549-8044 STEVE P

Employmeint

ROAD
BIKE
1989 TREK 360-BLUE

“ ENVIRONMENTAL
Marketing With environmentally

Pu^nT(>\ ÆT, BUT\Tsoer

\

BUMMERMANA5EMENTINTCHNSMIP
INTERVIEWS NOW TAKING PLACE.
GAIN VALUABLE EXPERIENCE
MANAGING ALL ASPECTS OF A
SUCESSFUL BUSINESS. SUCCESS
FUL APPLICANTS WILL UNDERGO
EXTENSIVE TRAINING. AVERAGE
GROSS PROFIT $11,287.
LAST CHANCE FOR INTERVIEWS.
CALL TRIPLE ’A’ STUDENT PAINTERS
FOR INFORMATION NOW 1800-3946000

C^poMnMes

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENTfisheries. Earn $5000-f-/month.
Free transportationIRoom 4
BoardI Over 8,000 openings.
No experience necessary.
Male or Female.
For employment program call
________ 1-206-545-4155 ext. 211________
Camp Counselor: Roughing It Day
Camp in SF and East Bay is
hiring for Summer 1992.Positions:
Group Counselor, Swim, Ride,
Sports, Waterfront, Envir,
Crafts. Exper.refs.(510)283-3878.
Send resume to P.O.BOX 1266,
ORINDA, CA 94563.

OF S(^UNSWEt), SO HOY]
I TU\H)C \T'S A bow l

Job opportunity or
Senior Project
Student to Coordinate
Children’s Activity hour
Saturday Mornings at El Corral
Call Theresa at ext. 5317
MANAGEMENT POSITIONS WITH
CALIFORNIA UNIVERSITY PAINTERS
AVERAGE EARNINGS $6,000-$16,000
PT SPRING,FT SUMMER.
INTERVIEWS ON CAMPUS
INFO/APPLICATIONS 800-400-9332

GET THIN AND STAY THERE
IT WORKED FOR ME: 489-1363

mnseellaneous

\r ST^STED Qk)T ^S A

Em pioym ent

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
We will pay you to lose
10-29 lbs in 30 days. ALL
NATURAL (805)655-5637
WANTED PART TIME BOOKEEPER
MUST KNOW PEACHTREE 4 COMPLETE
WESTERN TANK TECHNOLOGY
SPEAK TO SHANNON 461-3253

PROCESSNG 773-5773
TERM PAPERS 4 RESUMES-FAST
word

CIGARETTE SMOKERS WANTED
TO HELP ME COMPLETE MY SENIOR
PROJECT. CALL JANICE AT 545-8092
FOR MORE INFORMATION.
Fastpitch Softball Players Wa
nted For Tryouts With Local
Team Tournaments! Call 544-6685.

NQ\)RStli.
STOl^F'S

g»^

Quick * Professional * Accurate
"FASTER THAN A SPEEDING DEADLINE!"
Call 543-1668 - In Downtown SLO

Waül^cf

Composite Photos
Thursday 1:00-3:00
University Union 218
Bring Your Checkbook

CAN I

ÿÜ ksn"

92.5'coS^TRY
and FARMHOUSE

APLHA PHI
UPSILONS!
Congratulations on your

DANCE DIRECTIONS '92
Jan. 30-Feb. 1
Cal Poly Theatre
Tix at Theatre and UU
Call 756-1421 For Tix

RobinWord
to Processing
the Rescue

IK !

AXQ Actives
AXQ. Sigmas!
The actives had a blast at the

LOCATED AT THE U.U. INFO DESK.
THE ADS WILL BE PICKED UP EACH
____________ DAY AT 10AM____________

Word Pmcoeslng

R4R Word Processing (Rona),
laser prtr.stud rates 544-2591
Resumes, Sr. Projects. Etc. Macw/
Laser Printer. Laura - 549-8966

Get ready for a ragin’ Winter
Wonderland Weekend!
The reasonable man conforms
himself to the world; The
UNreasonable man conforms the
world to himself... Therefore,
all progress depends upon the
unreasonable man.
AX: UNREASONABLE MEN

Lyre Week
We love our

open to the public. Come voice
your concerns and suggestions.
UU 219 Thursday Jan 30 5:00pm
BECOME A PEER HEALTH EDUCATOR!
Positions available in:
Alcohol/Drug, Nutrition,
Lifestyle Wellness, Sexuality
and Oral Health
Learn about:
Current health trends/promo.
Communication skills, teaching
Counseling and Public Speaking
VALUABLE PROFESSIONAL EXPER!
OPEN TO ALL MAJORS
Applications available at the
Health Center, 756-1211
COMPUTER SOFTWARE LIQUIDATION
Warehouse Clearance Sale
Name Brands for IBM, APPLE, MAC,
AMIGA, C64/128 4 ATARI.lOOO’s of
ITEMSI SAT.2/1 10-4 CASH ONLYI
2146 Parker St.#Cl 544-6616
Off South St. behind Greyhound

0

we’re the largest nationwide.
Tuesday, Feb 4
"Comedy NighT, Live stand-up
7:30pm at the Sandwich Plant
Wednesday, Feb. 5
"Crossfire with L<I>E" Take your
best shot at the brothers. We
will answer all your questions
7:30pm at the Sandwich Plant
Friday, Feb. 7
Come dance the night away at
our "Beach Luau’ l
weather permitting
6:30pm at Avila Beach
Saturday, Feb. 8
"Club Underground" Sometimes,
Fun should be a mystery.
Black attire please.
7:30pm in the Staff Dining Rm.
For rides or more information,
call Mark Millis at 489-6020
or Josh Brown at 541-9432

BALLOON
BOUQUETS

GOLDEN KEY
THIS EVENING 5:30PM
IN THE UU RM216
MEMBERS 4 NONMEMBERS WELCOME

For FFTEE phone consultation
CALL Mon.-Sun. 8am-10pm 543-9193

XOE
Find out why,

SINGING
TELEGRAMS
MANY CHARACTERS
FOR ALL OCCASIONS
CLOWNS
FOR KIDS PARTIES

Meeting Thurs
1100am HE 123
RESUME
WORKSHOP
SPONSORED BY

San Luis Obispo
Eating Disorder
Recovery
Program
Thurs. night group beginsFeb.6th.

A STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE
MON 3 Slide Show Sandwich Plant
WED 5 Sigs 4 Subs 329 Kentucky
THU 6 Fight Nite 329 Kentucky
SAT 8 Sports BBQ Santa Rosa Pk.
MON 10 Sig Smoker Cuesta Cyn.
Lodge By Izzy’s Coat 4 Tie
Any Questions, Rides Steve 542-9112

GIGGLES

PHT-U

ORCHESIS
CONCERT

LX RUSH

IN FOR YOUR SWEETIEII
LOOK FOR THE SPECIAL V-DAY
FORMS IN THE UU, THE PAPER
OR AT OUR OFRCE. DEADUNE
IS FEB. 12 @ 5PM

Placement center at meet!rig
meets every TH@11 BLDG 8 R 1 23
Come join the
HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Check out our new T-Shirt
design this Thursday at 11:10
_____________ in Ag 200______________
Does Cal Poly need an artistic
culture?
Join the Fine Arts Committee
and bring coffee-house musicians,
poets, thespians, and artists
to our campus. Leave name &
# @7561112 for more info.

MUSTANG DAILY
CLASSIFIEDS
HAS A CONVENIENT DROP BOX

Greek Neies

minded company .Serious income.
Flexible hours We train
For appt Call 438-4347
FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM
Fraternities,Sororities,
Student Clubs. Earn up to $1000
in one week. Plus receive a
$1000 bonus yourself. And a
FREE WATCH just for calling
1-800-932-0528 Ext 65

mv\
GOOD

BIASED
\T

real

88 YAMAHA RIVA 125
RED W/REAR BOX,RUNS GREAT.
FREE HELMET $750 OBO 541-2441

GREAT CONDITION $150 OBO
CALL 544 7292

Boommales
OWN ROOM

•> ••s'*

Available Now Spacious Laguna
Lake Home $247+utilities/month
Includes w/d etc. Leave message
___________ Kim 543-7675___________
Room 4 Rent own bdrm near Poly
bkyrd garage 250/mo. 543 9385
Room Available in a Morro Bay
HOUSE on Hill, Veg. Prefered,
Yard,Bay View, Non Smoker
$312.50/mth.PLEASECALL7727183
ROOM TO SHARE IN A BIG HOUSE
18 X 20 ROOM ON LAGUNA LAKE
CLOSE TO SUPERMARKETS 4 BUS
LOTS OF SPACE, HOT TUB IN YARD
MALE PREF. 543-3844 LV MESSAGE
SHARED ROOM IN BIG HOUSE
LOCATED OFF JOHNSON
ONLY $216/MO AVAIL ASAP
CALL 545-8092

Rental Housing
1 Bedroom in 2 Bedroom apt.
Near Gus's Large room $300/mon.
Ask For Mike or Joe 542-9042
RM IN PRIVATE HOUSE. QUIET LOC
$290/MO.CALL 541 -0665/541-0130

Hom es fo r Sato
0 BEST PRICED CONDOS 4 HOMES

LISTED FREE SPECIALIZING IN
STUDENT/PARENT INVESTMENTS.
INFORMATION PACKET AVAILABLE ON
CAMPUS CALL MARGUERITE
541-3432 CENTURY 21-OBISPO _
0 BUYING A HOUSE OR CONDO?
FOR A FREE LIST OF ALL LEAST
EXPENSIVE HOUSES 4 CONDOS
FOR SALE IN SLO,CALL STEVE NELSON
543-837aFARRELL SMYTH R/E

W e’re looking for people who
look at this g la ss and say:
^There’s gotta be other
g la sse s of water.”

We need people capable o f going
beyond half-full or half-em pty
thinking. People who see subtleties.
Who are quite frankly bored by easy
answers and off-the-shelf solutions.
People who are constantly
challenging their own thinking and
are thirsty for new ideas and
knowledge.
You’ll have a degree from a top
school. Getting a job won’t really be
an issue. The question is: which Job?
Which industry?
You don’t want to get locked
into one area and then discover
three to five years from now th at you
don’t like it. By then you’ve invested
too much.

Andersen Consulting offers you
the chance to work on a variety
of projects—with clients in a wide
range o f industries.
We are the leader in helping
organizations apply inform ation
technology to their business advan
tage. Every hour o f every business
day we implem ent a solution to help
one o f our more than 5,000 clients
worldwide.
W hat makes th a t possible is the
quality of our people. And the quality
o f our training. We’re known for both.
Because business and tech
nology are ever-changing, we see
training as a continuing process.
And our$123-m illion Center for

® 1990 ArxJefsen C onsutm g, AA & C a. SC

And«rs«n Consulting is an e<>uat opportunity employer.

Professional Education in St. Charles,
Illinois, is Just one measure o f our
com m itm ent. We train you for a
career—not Just a Job.
Are you the kind of person we’re
talking about? The kind o f person
with an unquenchable desire for
challenge and professional growth?
If so, come ta lk to us. And
find out more about a career with
Andersen Consulting.

A ndersen
Consulting
ARTHUR ANDERSEN & C Q , S.C.

Where we go from here"

Andersen Consulting will be hosting a general Information session Monday, February 3,
at 7 p.m. in the Embassy Suites Hotel. On-campus interviews will be held Tuesday,
February 4, for graduating students. In addition, we will be intenriewing juniors with
technical majors for summer internship positions on-campus Wednesday, February 26.

